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	 "Manhattan has been compelled to expand skyward because of  the absence of  any other 

direction in which to grow. This, more than any other thing, is responsible for its physical 

majesty.”  As E.B. White stated in Here Is New York, one of  the most significant and beautiful 1

architectural elements of  New York City was the vision to build upwards. One building that 

particularly stood out as majestic, to me, was The Beekman Hotel. This nine story building, 

formerly known as Temple Court, provides an eclectic mix of  Neoclassical, Renaissance, and 

Gothic roots, and includes a sky filled atrium. Built by the architects Silliman and Farnsworth in 

1883, the Temple Court Building implies one of  the first uses of  brick and terra cotta in New 

York City, which is an element that was incorporated within two other buildings, the Morse and 

Potter, all located at the same intersection of  streets.  Beginning with a detailed description of  the 2

Beekman Hotel’s interior after its restoration by the architects Gerner Kronick + Valcarcel, this 

paper will aim to analyze the building’s mix of  various architectural styles, and the interesting 

contrast it provides with the Morse and Potter buildings.  

	  

	 As I entered into the lobby of  the Beekman hotel on a frosty evening, the first thing that 

caught my eye was a large ornate rug attached to the reception desk. As I moved forward towards 
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the corridor housing the concierge, I noticed four suitcases piled in the corner, with the top 

suitcase acting as a mini greenhouse for a moss like substance. Holes in the walls suddenly 

appeared in the hallway, this time only showing pictures of  grass and flowers. These small ornate 

details had me wondering what quirky feature would surprise me next; I was overjoyed.  

	  

	 The main elements of  the Beekman hotel which I believe are strongest aesthetically are 

the pyramidal skylight, which is directly above the main restaurant of  the hotel, and the 

“elaborate ornamental iron brackets [which are] lined with iron railings surrounding it on each 

floor.”  The mood of  the hotel’s ground floor, which houses the main restaurant, is determined 3

by the contrast between the dim lighting and low ceilings with the abundance of  space and light 

that the atrium offers. As a result of  the lighting and the severity of  tables in close proximity to 

one another, a feeling of  claustrophobia suddenly kicked in. However, that sudden rush of  

emotion was automatically waived the moment I looked up because a nine story building never 

seemed so high. Each floor seemed to build over the other, almost creating an illusion of  infinite 

floors.  

	 Intrigued by this illusion, I decided to walk up the stairs, which were in a narrow and 

circular form. To my right, I could see elaborate carvings of  different animals and ornamental 

design painted in a grey tone, making the entire staircase feel very dark. However, as I kept 

climbing, there seemed to be an abundance of  light coming from the end of  the staircase, and 

this light seemed to be coming from a glass frame. What seemed so dull from the ground floor, 

suddenly felt overwhelming in this space. The tiling on the floors had not been changed so they 
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looked over worn, and the wood millwork doors felt like they each housed a story waiting to be 

heard. It felt like I had been transported into a completely different era, but at the same time, I 

was still in 2016.  

	 The Beekman Hotel demonstrated the conventions of  a culture known as the 

“Victorian,” through its ornamental designs and overwhelming amount of  objects. The parlor, in 

a Victorian home, was a significant symbol in that it “represented two poles of  thought about the 

appropriate character—its domesticity (“comfort”) and its cosmopolitan character (“culture”).”  4

As a sense of  comfort was a central ideology within Victorian society, animal figures were 

prevalent within their literature “as proxies for human aspiration and pain.”  The staircases at 5

The Beekman had carvings of  various birds, including a pelican, and tigers all along the grey 

facade. These were meant to create a sense of  comfort for what was considered a rather 

unorthodox building.  The Victorian taste was one of  “luxury, ostentation, and outward show.”   6 7

These features were particularly evident through the cast iron brackets, which is what essentially 

supports the atrium and its levels, and their decorative characteristic of  resembling dragons. As 

well as through the cast iron framings and their elaborate gothic designs. However, the over 

abundance of  objects that were present within the ground floor of  the hotel resembled the 1851 

Great Exhibition of  Things. There were paintings of  all sizes, suitcases here and there, checkered 
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tables, ornamental rugs covering the entire floor, colored tiles, bookshelves lining the walls, and 

chairs and tables taking up the rest of  the space. The Beekman Hotel maintained the core 

fundamentals of  the original building, which were influenced by the Victorian culture and 

include the brick and terra cotta facade on its exterior, while still maintaining a sense of  

modernity from within.   

	 The architects of  Temple Court, Silliman and Farnsworth, decided to implement the use 

of  brick and terra cotta after the Chicago and Boston fires of  1871 and 1872, in an attempt to 

make it New York City’s first fireproof  building.  “This increased the use of  brick work, and of  8

terra cotta as a constructive and decorative material in connection with brick work.”  Two 9

buildings, which are located within a close proximity to the Beekman Hotel, also implemented 

the use of  red brick and terra cotta, and provide an interesting contrast. The Morse Building was 

built in 1880 by Silliman and Farnsworth, and shows a calmer sense of  ornamental design than 

The Beekman Hotel, mainly through its window arches and the contrast of  the red and black 

brick right above it on its exterior facade.  The Potter Building, which was built in 1886 by 10

Norris G. Starkweather, is an iron framed brick building which bears more resemblance to The 

Beekman Hotel through its richly ornamental facade and classical Gothic details on its exterior.  11

What truly marks the contrast between Temple Court and these neighboring buildings are the 
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two Queen Anne inspired towers, which can be seen on the roof  of  the building, as it “set the 

precedent for all graceful historic buildings in New York City.”  12

	 The Beekman Hotel has succeeded in subtly finding an equilibrium between the historic 

architectural elements of  the Victorian era and the taste of  our modern generation. Formerly 

known as Temple Court, the main aspects that drew me into exploring this building was its 

historic cast iron balconies and the sky filled atrium. As a building with neoclassical and 

Renaissance roots, it also signified one of  the first uses of  brick and terra cotta and inspired many 

other buildings within its district, such as the Potter Building. The historical significance behind 

each of  the ornate details within the interior, and the architectural facade of  its exterior are 

essentially what I believe turn this building into a true architectural gem within New York City.  
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